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The Captains Daughter London Beginnings
Captain Tom would have said 'wow' to the reaction from millions of people to fundraising drive, his daughter said.
Captain Tom’s family hail millions fundraising on day of his 101st birthday
If you're wondering why Janelle from "The Whole Truth" looks so familiar, you've probably seen her in one of her many television and film roles.
Why Janelle From The Whole Truth Looks So Familiar
He was responsible for one of the UK's most horrifying child abuse cases in recent memory. Carl Manning was found guilty of the murder of eight-year-old Victoria Climbié in 2001 along with girlfriend ...
The brutal child killer locked up in Wakefield's Monster Mansion for torture of a little girl
To order this title or any other book in print, visit theweekbookshop.co.uk, or speak to a bookseller on 020-3176 3835. Opening times: Monday to Saturday 9am-5.30pm and Sunday 10am-4pm.
Book of the week: The Duchess Countess
Bad guys beware, Sam and Bucky are best friends now, and Sam's got wings and a shield. Here's what we're hoping to see from the future of the new Captain America.
Kissing, Please: What We Want From Captain America 4 After Falcon and the Winter Soldier
Alex Jones is set to be joined by Ronan Keating and Jermaine Jenas on The One Show. Pregnant mother-of-two says their addition to the hit UK show will make it 'easier' for her to take time off.
Alex Jones and new co-hosts Jermaine Jenas and Ronan Keating on the chemistry that got them the job
Doris Siddiq didn’t expect it to happen this soon, but she can’t say she was surprised when her daughter decided to run for mayor. Even as a little girl, India Walton was bold, ambitious and ...
Sullivan: India Walton is out to conquer the world, or at least Buffalo
HARRY KANE is the London Premier League Footballer of the Year – pipping Son Heung-min, Mason Mount and Declan Rice. And Arsenal teenager Bukayo Saka picked up the youngster award at ...
Harry Kane named London Footballer of the Year pipping Rice, Mount and Son while Bukayo Saka collects young award
An excerpt from a book that commemorates the twin wins of the Indian cricket team in 1971 that laid the foundation of great things to come ...
Book Excerpt — 1971: The Beginning of India’s Cricketing Greatness by Boria Majumdar and Gautam Bhattacharya
As part of the Captain Tom 100 campaign, people are being encouraged to create their own charity challenge themed around the number 100.
Captain Tom’s birthday fundraiser begins with thousands to take part
Michael B. Jordan perfectly portrays a ferocious Navy SEAL, but his acting capabilities are restricted by the poor adaptation of 'Tom Clancy’s Without Remorse’.
‘Tom Clancy’s Without Remorse’: Michael B. Jordan Is Ferociously Impeccable In The Failing Adaptation
LIL Wayne fans think the rapper is married. The speculation comes after he tweeted “today is the beginning of forever- The Carters.” The 38-year-old rapper appeared to share the happy ...
Lil Wayne fans think he is MARRIED to Denise Bidot after tweeting ‘today is the beginning of forever – The Carters’
The experience was almost oppressively scary, and the horror contained within—a family transformed into grotesque monsters by a bioengineered mold—felt, in combination with the setting, uncomfortably ...
The Horror Game Even Scaredy Cats Should Play
Battalion Parachute Regiment walked out of court as free and innocent men It was an incident - bloody and brutal - that would last for seconds but haunt them for almost half a century. Two soldiers - ...
The two paratroopers charged with murder of IRA commander have been haunted by it for half a century
He had been born in London in 1873 with a formidable and rather suffocating background to deal with. He was the son of old Dr. Hueffer, an Alsatian who had come to London as the music critic on ...
The Presence of Ford Madox Ford
A Glasgow-based mother who lost her fiancé suddenly to heart failure at the beginning of the pandemic is now on a mission to raise £35,000 to ...
Glasgow mum who lost fiancé at beginning of pandemic needs £35,000 for daughter's surgery
An invaluable compendium of writing on the Middle East including extracts from canonical and less well known travellers works.
Travellers to the Middle East from Burckhardt to Thesiger: An Anthology
For people with bipolar disorder, managing the stress of living through a global pandemic is particularly important to avoid dramatic mood changes. And mothers with bipolar disorder had the added ...
5 Moms With Bipolar Disorder Discuss How They’re Getting Through the Pandemic
Cradling the head of the deeply sedated COVID-19 patient like a precious jewel in his hands, Dr. Alexy Tran Dinh steered his intensive-care nurses through the delicate process of ...
As Europe reopens, ICU teams stick with the sick and dying
The family of Britain's Captain Tom Moore, the World War Two veteran who lifted a nation's spirits during the pandemic, joined forces with David Beckham and Judi Dench to kick off a long weekend of ...
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